What were your takeaways from the DVPI video?

- Empowering
- Powerful
- Relatable
- informing
- to the point
- Realistic
- Youth are the future to breaking cycles
- eye opening
- it was GREAT! youth are so powerful
What were your takeaways from the DVPI video?

- Well done Siletz! they are our future, so proud and impressed!
- chilling
- How our youth normalize abuse
- Love the native youth as the focus, their script and their words! Powerful!
- Educational
- Helps take away stigma around various types of abuse
- Understandable
- Great video!! I like how Youth voices are used and this is youth driven.
- The pledge!
What were your takeaways from the DVPI video?

- important conversations to have regarding abuse with peers and adults
- Learned something new
- so true in so many ways in which so many eyes that don't see
- Excellent to use as a PSA for youth and the community!
- How hard it is to stand up to an abuser. Usually there is love involved that gets confusing.
- I'd like to have our youth do this in our community as seeing is believing if the youth do it!
- empowering
- remembrance
- how friends can ask questions that they see as a possible concern for a person who doesn't see that in their own behaviors or words
What were your takeaways from the DVPI video?

Accountable
What did you think about the Consent video?

- powerful
- resilient
- WOW
- emotional
- future is bright
- encouraging
- strong
- empowering
- important